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Palmerston residents were treated to a personalised, live performance when
theatre company Commedia of Errors brought their musical show Plays Aloud to the
lounge – but with a twist. Due to the current visiting restrictions, performing onsite isn’t possible and so the company are making the most of digital technology to
make sure the show does go on.
Instead of going round the room chatting to each resident, the resourceful players
organised a Zoom call, allowing residents and the actors to chat to each other
before and after the show, which was live-streamed on a dedicated You Tube
Channel straight on to the TV screen in the residents’ lounge. Plays Aloud is full of
well-loved songs, poetry and sketches. For our Palmerston residents, “The Isle of
Innisfree”, “Que sera sera” and “Joggetty Farm” were particular favourites. And
not only that – the show included a message from a very special performer – none
other than Daniel O’Donnell himself.
The cast got live feedback via text message after each song or poem and gave a
“shout out” to the residents who had enjoyed it most each time. All we can say
after such a fun-filled event is “Encore!”
Main Picture: Plays Aloud Performers with Residents Lilly Orr and Esther Dunbar.

A note from the Editor – Sally Campton,
Community Engagement Manager

Welcome to this latest edition of our ezine. It’s hard to believe that we’re nearly
at the end of August, and that by the time our next issue comes out, it will be the
start of autumn. There’s no doubt that for many people, the restrictions of
lockdown have allowed us to pay a little more attention to the seasons, and have a
fresh appreciation of the benefits that being outdoors, or simply enjoying the
natural world on our doorstep, brings. That’s why it’s great to see even more
residents taking an active interest in gardening and the environment (see pages 7
and 8).
Other changes we have been getting used to include the increased use of technology
in our day to day lives. Who had even heard of “Zoom” meetings before the
pandemic? Now, we’re finding more ways to keep in touch with each other
remotely, whether it be virtual “visits” with family or friends via phone, tablet or
screen; on-line work meetings; tuning in to church services via the internet or
indeed, as on our front page, enjoying an interactive live performance from the
comfort of our own armchair! It’s likely that is going to continue to be a feature in
our lives, helping us find different ways of working and socialising. For some, that
may be a daunting prospect, and we need to make sure that as many of us as
possible are enabling and encouraging those less confident about using technology
across our Abbeyfield family.
Indeed, did you know that taking time to notice the world around us and keeping
connected are recognised by the Public Health Agency as two of the five daily steps
for our wellbeing? The other three are:
Be active - discover a physical activity that you enjoy, one that suits your level of
mobility and fitness;
Keep learning - don’t be afraid to try something new, rediscover an old hobby or
set yourself a challenge you will enjoy; and
Give - do something nice for a friend or stranger, thank someone, smile, volunteer
your time, look out as well as in.
We’d love to hear about what sort of thing you find helpful to get your well-being
“five a day”. Why not share your ideas or experience with us by email or letter?
You’ll find our contact details on the back page.

Dublin Memories
Lorna Irwin, a resident in our Ward Avenue, Bangor house, shared her memories of her
childhood holidays. She went to Dublin every year for the whole summer, travelling by train
with her mum and Mac the dog, to visit her grandmother who lived beside Phoenix Park.
Lorna recalls: My memories of the house are of just one cold water tap in the kitchen and
one electric light in the hall. I remember going across the road to a house where a lady
ran a wee sweet shop in her hall. I would have got a poke of sweets for a farthing. We
would also visit the city and go to Cafollas for ice cream. I always wanted a Knickerbocker
Glory but my father said I couldn't handle it as it was far too big. I never did get one!”
Lorna also remembers a particular favourite at Dublin Zoo: “I loved to go to see Sarah the
elephant who had a sore foot and during the day had to wear a huge plaster. She loved to
share our picnic!” For many visitors in the 1950s, taking a ride on the back of Sarah the
elephant was the highlight of any trip to the Zoo. Sarah and her keeper, Jimmy Kenny,
were household names in Dublin.
.

Readers might also be familiar with the story of another elephant and her keeper, this time
from Belfast Zoo. Denise Weston Austin was one of the first female keepers at the Zoo
and was nicknamed “the elephant angel.” In 1941, the Ministry of Public Security ordered
that a number of zoo animals were to be killed in case they escaped from the zoo during
the air raids. Denise sneaked young elephant Sheila out of the zoo every evening, walking
her the short distance to the yard of her nearby home in north Belfast. Sheila managed to
stay hidden due to the large walls which surrounded the house, and every morning she
was returned to the zoo.
Denise’s identity only came to light in 2009, when Belfast Zoo decided to investigate the
story behind a photo in their archives, of a woman with a baby elephant in a back yard.
Her story became the basis for Michael Morpurgo's children's novel, An Elephant in the
Garden, and was the inspiration for Belfast director Colin McIvor’s 2018 film Zoo

A Life On The Ocean Waves
We asked for your stories of places you have seen and journeys afar. Can anyone better Peter Howard for
distance travelled, whose career in the Merchant Navy really did take him around the world? Peter, a former
Board Member and long-time supporter of Abbeyfield & Wesley, says “One of the reason I went to sea was
to avoid paperwork…” This is certainly taking avoidance tactics to a new level! Peter shares some of his
experiences with us here.
“I joined my first ship, the Cyprian Prince (pic, bottom right), in Manchester eight days after my
seventeenth birthday. Two days later we sailed, bound for the Mediterranean. Adventure was waiting…but
due to fog it took us sixteen hours overnight to transit the Manchester Ship Canal! The fog was so dense
we had to tie up and wait to pass through some of the locks.
In October 1963, I joined the Tudor Prince (pic, top right) in Sunderland - a large tanker then but tiny by
today’s standards. We then left for Curacao, West Africa, the Persian Gulf, New Zealand, and Australia
and finally via the Persian Gulf back home through the Suez Canal. The canal was transited in convoy with
a number of ships and part way through you go into a side canal to let the ships heading the other direction
pass. The contrast to the grey damp miserable weather in Manchester a year earlier was amazing, with flat
sands as far as the eye could see - and the largest structures in this area were the ships themselves.”

“Another voyage took me from Liverpool to New Zealand vie Panama Canal, aboard the cargo ship Mystic,
transporting general cargo and a horse. The Panama Canal was amazing - as the ship entered the locks,
two large diesel engines with powerful winches on the bow and two on the stern held the ship in position
whilst the lock filled and lifted us to the next level. Once at the upper level the ship then carried on
through the fresh water Gatun Lake until we repeated the same process and arrived at the Pacific. Millions
of litres of water are needed to operate the Panama Canal locks each time a ship passes through. At the
time it was formed, Gatun Lake was the largest human-made lake in the world. There are no pumps used
as the water flows from the lake down through the locks and the level in the lake is topped up by rainfall
from the surrounding tropical rain forest.
The Bergen Juno (pic above, left) was a small special container ship trading between Ravenna in Italy to
Piraeus in Greece, via the Corinth Canal. The canal is just four miles long, but transiting it saved us about
two days sailing. You can see from the photo of a cruise ship in the canal how it was cut down through
solid rock. The canal is only seventy feet wide at its base, making it impassable for most modern ships.”

Red Letter Day
Residents and staff in our three Bangor houses were thrilled when they all received letters and cards from
congregation members of the neighbouring Hamilton Road Presbyterian Church (HRPC), as part of something
called the Letter Box Project.

Photo above: Support staff in Ward Avenue (bottom left), and Jackie Graham in Ballyholme (right)
receiving letters from Cameron Bates, member of HRPC.
Pastoral Associate at HRPC, Lesley Walker, explains:
“During the Covid-19 pandemic we were all suddenly in lockdown & into survival mode. As a church we
were aware that many were feeling this a stressful time and also very lonely and isolating. It was hard to
help people out in practical ways because of the risk of transmission of the virus, but we wanted Abbeyfield
& Wesley’s residents and staff to know we hadn't forgotten about them, and for them to know they were
in our prayers. So we came up with the idea of the Letter Box Project. Members of the congregation both
young & old wrote individual letters to people they did not know, but were aware that God knew who
would receive them! We trust the Letter Box Project has been an encouragement, and when the lockdown
is over, maybe we can develop our friendship in other helpful ways.”
This thoughtful neighbourly gesture has been very much appreciated. “The residents really loved getting
the cards and letters,” commented Emma Sherlock, Support Manager in our Hamilton Road house.
Photo below: Hamilton Road residents Maureen Johnson (left) and Jean Beatty (right) with their letters.

Everything Stops for (Afternoon) Tea
Residents in our Carrickfergus and Greenisland houses helped celebrate one of the nation’s
favourite traditions recently when they partook of Afternoon Tea Week. Afternoon Tea was first
introduced in 1840 by Anne, the seventh Duchess of Bedford. In those days, dinner often wasn’t
served until 8pm, and lunch wasn’t actually a thing, so what was a hungry person to do? Create
a new mini-meal in the middle of the day of course! In recent years, Afternoon Tea has seen a
resurgence of popularity. Whether enjoyed in a 5-star hotel, or with friends and family at your
own table, the combination of savoury and sweet treats, accompanied by some of the 165
million cups of tea we drink each day in the UK, remains a firm favourite. And with such
tremendous home-bakers in our Abbeyfield houses, it would be rude not to!

Pictured Clockwise: - A selection of scrumptious treats on display in Greenisland / Margaret Hamilton, Greenisland
Resident / Joan Archibald, Carrickfergus enjoying her afternoon tea / Pat O’Neill, Greenisland / Anne Irvine,
Greenisland.

Green-Fingered Group at Bryans Get Go-Ahead

Jack Smith, a resident at Bryans House recently approached CX Geraldine Gilpin to
see if Abbeyfield & Wesley could provide some help for a project. Jack explains,
“Some fellow residents have shown an interest in beautifying the grounds, doing a bit
of weeding, planting flowers, hanging baskets and window boxes. We would love to
start up a Gardening Club.”
Not one to let the grass grow under his feet, Jack had already prepared an inventory of
tools and a made a list of materials and equipment the group might need. The next step
was for Community Engagement Manager Sally Campton to meet with Jack, along with
residents Evan Cosgrove and Sandra Huyton, who were keen to add their support.
Having discussed their initial thoughts, and after a walk around the grounds at Bryans
House, a further meeting for all interested residents was arranged. Nine residents met
with Sally and her colleague Claire Thomas, who is already involved with the gardening
club at Wesley Court. There was much lively and enthusiastic conversation to find out
what sort of thing people were interested in doing with the gardening group.
While the growing season may nearly be over for this year, it’s hoped the group will
bloom and flourish. For their first task, they hope to plant up window boxes to add some
colour for autumn and winter. And it doesn’t stop there – the group have high hopes for
planting tomatoes, scallions, lettuce and herbs next year, as well as enhancing various
areas around the scheme. So watch this space – mighty oaks from little acorns grow!

Pictured Left: Jim Dennison, Middle: Sandra Huyton with Jim, Right: Jack Smith

And Finally…





Proposed site for ‘Bee Loud Glade’ in
Wesley Court





They say great minds think alike – and at the same time as Jack’s letter, another request landed
on our CX’s desk, this time from Mrs C. McFarlane, a resident at Wesley Court. She wrote “During
lockdown, I noticed that all sorts of wild flowers grew in the uncut grass and that there were more
bees and butterflies than usual. The vast majority of plants we need for food rely on bees for
pollination. So I thought the area behind the formal garden could be left uncut and become
Abbeyfield’s “Bee Loud Glade”, helping to keep the bee population thriving and support
pollination for the good of us all.” It’s not every day that we get WB Yeats (the “bee loud glade”)
quoted in a letter, and Mrs McFarlane’s beautifully expressed idea is one that chimed with Sally
Campton, who in her spare time is involved in conservation volunteering. Through this, she is
aware of something called the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan, which notes on its website:
“To humans, a neatly manicured lawn looks tidy, but without being dramatic, to our wildlife it must
look a bit like the apocalypse. It would be like us returning to a desolate earth with almost all our
food crops wiped out.”
So we look forward to creating a bee-friendly space at Wesley Court – and perhaps staff,
residents or volunteers in our other houses would like to “bee” champions of these important
insects too. Let us know your thoughts!
We are hungry for your feedback!
Why not let us know what you’ve enjoyed so far
and what you’d like to see in future editions.
Please share your photos, tips and stories with us:
info@abbeyfieldandwesley.org.uk

Keep safe and stay well.

